Abstract-This paper puts forth a straw man proposal for future diverse internets. Guided by a principle that we call Align-and-Decouple (AD), our AD protocol architecture design calls for lightweight transport protocols that allow for decoupled operation of networks that are either owned by different organizations, or are networks of different types/protocols. TCP's fragmentation and congestion control mechanisms modify the original data stream so significantly that all new networks are essentially designed to just carry "TCP transformed" traffic. In contrast, with the AD principle, an AD-API is defined to consist of atomic transfer and pipe communication services, which can be supported by different providers with their own specific networking technologies, and yet allow for internetworking.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a growing interest in designing and evaluating new architectures for future internets [1] . Several problems have been identified with the current Internet architecture, one of which is the difficulty of introducing new communication services, such as IPv6, IP multicast, and IntServ/DiffServ (QoS), as noted by researchers funded through the NSF Future Internet Design (FIND) program [2] - [4] .
To address the above problem as well as other limitations with today's internet (e.g., security, global routing scalability), we have proposed a clean-slate future internet design based on a principle which we call Align-and-Decouple (AD) [5] . The align part refers to making architectural choices that align the internets to real-world administrative entities such as stub organizations (enterprises) and transit organizations (ISPs), while the decouple part of the principle is to free individual communication service providers to experiment with new communication services that inspire new applications. It is our hypothesis that internets based on this AD principle will enable the introduction of new services without requiring agreement among service providers on the networking technologies used to support the service. While the align part of the AD principle affects the addressing scheme and security concerns, the decouple part is the focus of this paper.
After introducing a taxonomy for terms such as "networks" and "internetworks" in Section II, we list several example networks in Section III. Our strawman proposal for future internets is outlined in Section IV. The paper is summarized in Section V.
II. TAXONOMY A. Network
We define a network type as a unique combination of characteristics on several unrelated dimensions as listed in Table I . For example, we define a network type A as consisting of (i) fixed (non-mobile) data sources and sinks interconnected by (ii) wired links and (iii) connectionless packet switches (with no long link disruptions). We define a network as follows: (i) it is of a particular network type, (ii) the same protocol stack is used on all its links, and (iii) all its components (data sources/sinks and switches) are owned by the same organization. For example, an enterprise network consisting of data sources/sinks with Ethernet interface cards interconnected by Ethernet switches form a network (i) of the example network type A defined above, (ii) run the same protocol (Ethernet) on all its links, and (iii) all its components are owned by the same organization.
B. Internetwork
We define an internetwork as two or more distinct "entities" interconnected by gateways, whereby the interconnected "entities" differ according to the different types of internetworks defined below. We distinguish three types of internetworks:
Type internetwork: The interconnected entities are networks of different network types. An example is an IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN interconnected to a multiple-link Ethernet switched network.
Protocol internetwork: The interconnected entities are networks of the same network type but run different protocols. For instance, consider a data center with fixed data sources/sinks, wired links, and connectionless packet switches. Data centers typically use the InfiniBand protocol for interprocessor communication, but Ethernet for wide area access, making this an example of a protocol internetwork.
A type internetworking gateway necessarily requires functions to internetwork protocols since different protocols are needed to support different network types, but a type internetwork is a not a "protocol internetwork" as the definition of the latter requires that the connected networks be of the same type. Therefore, "type internetworks" and "protocol internetworks" are two independent terms.
Organization internetwork: The interconnected entities can be networks, type internetworks, or protocol internetworks. Further if the entities owned by different organizations are also networks of different types or protocols, then in addition to the organization internetworking gateway functions, the type/protocol internetworking gateway functions are required. Therefore, the organization internetworking function is orthogonal to the type/protocol internetworking function.
III. EXAMPLES OF TYPE/PROTOCOL INTERNETWORKS
A diverse set of networks will need to be interconnected in any future internet. In designing transport protocols for future internets, we use current-day networks as examples of entities that need to be interconnected, while ensuring that these protocols are flexible enough to accommodate any new future networks. A few examples of current-day networks are: The first five are wireless networks, while the next four are wired, multiple-link switched networks.
IV. A STRAW MAN PROPOSAL FOR FUTURE INTERNETS
To develop transport protocols for operation across different types of internetworks described in Section II, we first need to define an Application Programming Interface (API) offered by future transport protocols to applications. The API is essentially a definition of the communication services. Next, we describe the AD protocol architecture. A principle of least perturbation is put forward to ensure that the internet transport protocols support the decoupling part of the AD principle.
A. API and Services
Ideally, data communication services should include the following two types of services:
• Atomic transfer service: A user provides a one-off message or file along with destination names(s) and asks its network to simply deliver this message or file.
-Parameters of an atomic transfer request: destination(s), message location plus length or file descriptor, confirmed or unconfirmed delivery, deadline (o) 1 , security properties (o), mobility-support (o)
• Pipe service: A user asks its network to open a pipe to a destination or group of destinations, and leave it open until it asks to close the pipe during which time the user is free to insert data (in the form of messages, files or streamed bits) into the pipe and expect delivery at the specified destination/group of destinations.
-Parameters used in pipe establishment: destination name(s), uni-or bi-directional, confirmed or unconfirmed delivery, in-sequence delivery or not, security properties (o), traffic characterization (o), rate (o), delay (o) and jitter (delay variance) (o), schedulableor-not (o), mobility-support (o) -Parameters passed down to the pipe after establishment: message location plus length or file descriptor or a bit stream These communication services are supported through an Application Programmer Interface (API), i.e., a set of functions offered to user applications. We refer to this as the AD-API. As several combinations of the parameters are possible, there are a large number of variants of these two basic communication service types. This is an extension of today's Internet offerings of TCP sockets (reliable pipe or atomic service with none of the other options listed above), real-time transport protocol API (for streamed A/V traffic), and UDP and raw IP sockets (both atomic unreliable services). Fig. 1 illustrates the AD-internet protocol stack. As per the network classification of Table I , some networks may be single-link switchless networks, while others may be multiplelink switched networks. For intra-network communication across single-link networks all that is required are the application layer, AD-API, Data-Link Layer (DLL) and physical Fig. 1 , then the Inter-Transport Layer (Inter-TL) and Inter-Network Layer (Inter-NL) protocols are involved. As per the parameters listed for the atomic and pipe services in Section IV-A, messages/files in the atomic service and pipe establishment requests are passed from applications down to the AD-API layer shown in Fig. 1 with destination name(s). The AD-API executes the name-toaddress translation function. An addressing scheme for AD internets is described in [5] . Based on whether the destination is in the same network or across an internetwork, the AD-API issues the correct primitives to communicate directly with the DLL (for intra-network communications within a single-link network), Intra-TL (for intra-network communications within a multiple-link switched network), or to the Inter-TL (for inter-network communications). These are illustrated with the dashed arrows within the data sources/sinks.
B. AD protocol architecture
The gateway shown in Fig. 1 is an example of an AD gateway that interconnects a single-link network with a multiplelink switched network. A gateway can have the capability to connect many different networks, each of which could be a single-link or multiple-link switched network. It would need to run the DLL/PHY layers of single-link networks, and the four-layer Intra-TL, Intra-NL, DLL and PHY of the multiplelink networks to which it connects.
Consider the dashed line shown within the gateway in Fig. 1 that effectively allows for bypassing the Inter-NL. This is feasible for the AD-API pipe service, whereby in the pipe establishment phase, a mapping of DLL/transport layer ports can be stored in the gateway 2 . We provide two examples. The InfiniBand transport protocol uses "queue pairs" that are similar to TCP destination and source ports. If TCP were the transport protocol run over say an Ethernet switched network on one side of a gateway with InfiniBand on the other side, TCP port numbers could be mapped to Infiniband queue pairs. Another example occurs in vehicular networks. The IEEE 1609.3 standard defines a technique for mapping a Wave Short Message Protocol (WSMP) Provider Service Identifier (PSID) to a UDP/IP port/address pair within a server connected to a road-side unit allowing for an internetworking of WSMP over 802.11p with the Internet without requiring the vehicular onboard units to themselves run UDP/IP.
C. Principles governing AD internetworking
The decoupling aspect of the Align-and-Decouple (AD) principle introduced in Section I requires a supporting principle that we call Principle of least perturbation, which is described below.
Network technologies: Networks of different types, for example, datagram networks, packet-switched networks with priority queueing, circuit networks or virtual circuit (VC) networks, can support multiple variants of the atomic and pipe transfer services with clever engineering ideas. For example, at first glance, a datagram network seems ill-suited for a continuous audio/video data stream. But this is done today, using the simple techniques of overprovisioning and adaptive buffering at the receiver to smooth out jitter. The implication of this argument is that a provider has some options to enable a new communication service across its existing network without changing network technology.
Principle of least perturbation: Given our decoupling principle, each organization can choose its own network technologies to support some subset of the large number of variants of the AD-API/communication services. When an organization's network/TP-internetwork is a transit network on an end-to-end path, it participates in pipe establishment during which it is provided a set of optional parameters as specified by the data source. When data starts flowing down the pipe, the upstream organization's gateway should restore the traffic patterns to be as close as possible to those specified during pipe establishment. Effectively, this leads to our principle of least perturbation, which states that the internetwork transport and network layers should be such that the traffic delivered by each gateway to the next organization network/TP-internetwork is in a format as close as possible to that offered by the data source to the first organization network/TP-internetwork on the path. TCP modifies the data source's traffic pattern considerably because of its congestion control and maximum segment size based fragmentation mechanisms.
Decoupling enables independent service introduction: Using the above approach, not all transit organizations will want to support a new communication service, potentially because their existing network technologies do not allow it and the cost of upgrades is not justifiable for business reasons. This just limits the reachable set of destinations for the customers of an organization that deploys a new communication service. An analogy is that US customers of Fedex cannot use its deadline-based delivery service to reach destinations in a country where there is no such delivery service with whom Fedex can establish a partnership. In AD internets, each organization will be able to choose its own set of technologies, and the communication services that it supports. When a new communication service is offered by an organization to its customers, the reachable set of destinations parameter is limited to those that can be reached via other organizations that offer the same service without requiring that the other organizations deploy the same networking technologies. This mitigates a difficulty noted by Turner in [4] that introducing new capabilities into the Internet is difficult because "universal agreement" is required before such capabilities can be deployed. Decoupling removes the need for such agreements on particular technologies to realize a new communication service.
The cost of such decoupling is that gateways will need disks and more memory buffers than current-day IP routers. At the simplest level, if two networks on an internetwork path have different available bandwidth, with TCP, the ACK selfclocking will essentially slow the traffic on the entire endto-end path. We argue that this is not always desirable, as a network may operate a different bandwidth sharing scheme in which its preference is to move the data for the flow at high speed across its network, and free up its bandwidth for other transfers. This is not possible without storage in the gateways. With decreasing disk storage costs ("Kryder's Law" [6]), and improving speeds of access, adding disks to gateways seems like a natural extension to the current design of allowing memory buffers in IP routers.
V. SUMMARY
One of the problems identified with today's Internet is the difficulty in introducing new communication services. This paper argues that with lightweight internetwork transport protocols that do not modify the original traffic patterns, individual networks can develop their own mechanisms to support new services on their existing networks, while at the same time allowing to be internetworked to offer these services between their customers and those of other providers.
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